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Even before the conception of electronic-only documents, providing permanent public 
access to government information was challenging. Since 1813, federal depository 
libraries have acquired and maintained tangible items to ensure continued access for 
the public. Fugitive documents, or government-produced information which escapes 
distribution through the Federal Depository Library System (FDLP), have always 
been a major concern. In our current environment, where the vast majority of 
government information is distributed electronic-only, this problem has only 
worsened. That, coupled with the ability to completely destroy electronic documents 
with the click of a mouse, has made the task of finding and ensuring permanent public 
access to this information even more daunting. 
Agencies remove information for a variety of reasons—fear of the release of sensitive 
material, web site restructuring, or a lack of understanding of the historical 
significance of some materials. In 1998, an audit of the National Institute of Health 
found that 78% of material suitable for inclusion in the FDLP was not submitted by 
government agencies.1 Former Public Printer Bruce James noted that agency self-
publication which bypasses standard government distribution “deprives future 
generations from having an accurate record of the work of our government.”2 In this 
day and age, how permanent is electronic government information? This paper will 
explore the permanency of selected electronic government information over a twelve-
month period to determine its stability and accessibility. 
Literature Review 
In the early 1990s, emergence of electronic information (e-information) prompted 
librarians and government bureaucrats to reevaluate the dissemination, access, and 
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preservation of government documents. They came to the realization that in the near 
future, the majority of government information would be accessible only in electronic 
format. Partially in response to this issue, the Joint Committee on Printing held a 
hearing on “Government Information as a Public Asset” on April 25, 1991 in which 
librarians and other interested parties testified before Congress. These groups voiced 
their concerns that core titles in the depository program disappeared from public view 
once they became electronic-only.3 Adding to this dilemma, many of the electronic 
titles that existed in 1991 were not publicly accessible, or users had to pay a fee to 
access this tax-payer funded information. As the number of electronic titles increased, 
librarians worried over a perceived increase in fugitive titles. 
The Government Printing Office (GPO) Electronic Information Access Enhancement 
Act of 1993 mandated that GPO maintain electronic information and provide free 
access to depository libraries.4 To complement this, a 1993 report by the Information 
Industry Association (IIA) outlined policy principles to ensure continued permanent 
availability to government sources.5 This was one of the few documents that 
addressed the importance of state and local document preservation also. The report 
stresses that the public should have equal access rights “regardless of the media in 
which it exists.”6 
In 1994, James P. Love summarized the current state of electronic government 
information by asserting that government policy ignored how federal agencies should 
provide access to the e-information they produce. Few mandates, he found, made e-
information publicly accessible.7 At the same time, J. S. Walters noted that poor 
government policy, in part mandated by the Office of Management and Budget 
(OMB), allowed agencies too much autonomy over their electronic publications. As a 
result, many electronic documents already were inaccessible to the public, “known 
only unto their creators and a handful of specialists.”8 
By 1995, the GPO began assessing and evaluating technology options for providing 
permanent access to government information. The GPO developed an Electronic 
Transition Staff to “identify, assess, and implement information technology 
solutions.”9 At the Fall 1995 Depository Library Council Meeting, the group 
summarized their mission to the depository community and promised to work with 
federal agencies to ensure access to electronic products.10 By 1997, the GPO 
estimated that 50% of all publications failed to enter the depository 
system,11 particularly scientific and technical reports. GPO outlined some reasons 
many titles were escaping the depository system: complete sole electronic 
dissemination by agencies, less compliance with statutory provisions for publications, 
and copyright restrictions due to arrangements with the private sector. GPO knew of 
many titles that were bypassing the depository system, but were still struggling with 
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agency cooperation. They noted that “extensive negotiations and even Congressional 
intervention have proved necessary to ensure compliance.”12 
A 1998 paper by O’Mahony echoed the concern of the GPO. He feared government 
information was disappearing at an alarming rate, due to lack of systems in place to 
find and archive electronic information.13 O’Mahony predicted that due to the fleeting 
nature of electronic information, “there will be little or no information to survive from 
this period of time.”14 To combat this situation, GPO began using PURLs (Persistent 
Uniform Resource Locators) that directed users to a source when the URL had 
changed, which was happening frequently. In a study of broken links, the GPO found 
that of “367 links checked, 213 were invalid.”15 PURLs helped address the question of 
authenticity, as the GPO determined the official version. Additionally, the GPO began 
developing partnerships, such as with the DOE Information Bridge, giving users 
multiple access points for electronic information.16 
In 1999, The United States Commission on Libraries and Information Science issued 
the “Report on the Assessment of Government Information Products.”17 Key findings 
of this report stated that there was still an overall lack of government information 
policy and coordination of initiatives at all levels. Electronic publishing remained very 
decentralized and murky. Agencies had difficulty identifying within their specific 
agency “person(s) responsible for the product”18 and often failed to grasp the 
importance of providing permanent public access to those products. 
Concern continued to mount about the amount of material escaping dissemination. In 
2001, the American Association of Law Libraries Government Documents Special 
Interest Section formed the Fugitive & Electronic-Only Documents Committee over 
this concern. The Committee’s mission involved “identify[ing] and report[ing]” 
fugitive documents and aid in the tangible distribution of some of these materials.19 
Robert Slater addressed policy options that promoted electronic publishing solely for 
dissemination of government information.20 He foresaw that electronic access will 
increase access to government information rather that restrict it. Like O’Mahoney, 
Slater noted that the problem of permanence was still the major issue, with many 
documents disappearing shortly after their conception. Slater also predicted that “a 
vast amount of information may be gone forever.”21 Peterson, Cowell, and Jacobs 
addressed additional concerns about e-only government information.22 Supplementing 
the ever-present worry over continued access, documents only being available from a 
single digital collection, such as those on the GPO server, troubled them. While 
electronic information resides with the government, government entities theoretically 
could modify the original document at any time, in essence destroying access to the 
original material. They called for the depository community to maintain a watchful 
eye over government dissemination practices to ensure authenticity and true 
permanent access. 
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In 2002, John Shuler advised depositories to “rethink” their role in electronic 
information dissemination.23 He suggested that librarians place too much emphasis on 
the idea of fugitive information and not enough on how to provide information in a 
useful fashion to the public. Shuler prophetically stated that libraries would play an 
instrumental role in the preservation and promotion of electronic government 
information, but they would need to develop new approaches to the access and 
organization of this material. In a related piece, George Barnum of the GPO outlined 
the agency’s model to create permanent public access to digital information by 
expanding current bibliographic control techniques and creating new metadata 
practices.24 This, along with the creation of a digital archive, will complement the 
agencies new models for identifying, cataloging, and providing access to e-
documents. The GPO devoted much time to ensuring permanent access by developing 
technologies to authenticate information and investing in technologies to deliver 
permanent access to e-information harvested by the GPO. In agreement with Shuler, 
Barnum predicts that electronic information makes depositories more relevant in the 
role they play in access, albeit in a new way. 
The impacts on public access to government information in the wake of September 
11th were far-reaching and the task of identifying items that disappeared approached 
impossible. A well-known example of this trend is the CD-ROM “Source Area 
Characteristics of Large Public Surface-Water Supplies in the Conterminous United 
States: an Information Resource for Source-Water Assessment, 1999” which the GPO 
ordered destroyed due to security concerns.25 The White House directed agencies to 
review departmental websites and remove “sensitive but unclassified information.”26 
The Department of Education totally restructured their website and removed hundreds 
of reports for “reevaluation.”27 The Department of Energy and the Defense Technical 
Information Center deleted “thousands of documents” from their web sites citing that 
the information posed security threats.28 Many non-library sources began noting 
increased government secrecy in dissemination of information. OMB Watch, the 
Federation of American Scientists, and even the New York Times all commented on 
the new level of secrecy employed by the government.29,30 As Harnett & Solomon 
noted, the new question of access became “Why would you need to know that about 
your government?”31 
However, in the face of this disappearing data, Paula Wilson noted many depositories 
began withdrawing from the FDLP, citing the free availability of internet sources.32 
Robin Haun-Mohamed estimated that, in 2003, 66% of depository titles were 
electronic.33 Public Printer Bruce James predicted that by 2008, only “five percent of 
government documents will be printed.”34 Some libraries began preservation projects 
to harvest the data themselves. The University of North Texas, for example, created 
the CyberCemetery to archive material from defunct agencies.35 Complementing this 
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effort, Heintz suggested that librarians, instead of “fighting” to preserve access to 
government information should instead form individual partnerships with agencies to 
promote dissemination of useful information on the internet and direct patrons to the 
agencies’ websites.36 He also recommended that the GPO streamline the process to 
submit electronic documents, thus reducing the burden on the agency and making 
compliance easier. 
In spite of attention to the problem, the trend of disappearing information continued. 
In 2004, Kennedy found that “more and more government information is becoming 
less and less publicly available.”37 Several projects were implemented to capture the 
massive amounts of digital data. For example, the GPO partnered with Stanford 
University and other Federal depository library pilot partners on the LOCKSS (Lots of 
Copies Keep Stuff Safe) project.38 This program allows libraries to collect their own 
copy of a digital document, thus ensuring continued access. GPO maintains a server 
of electronic files, which are harvested directly from the agency. In addition, the GPO 
worked on developing standards and specifications for digitizing material. The GPO 
restructured its role and moved from dealing with print items to managing electronic 
information. 
In 2006, Mart noted that, in spite of the government’s claim, information removed 
from the internet had little to do with national security.39 The biggest effect, she notes, 
is the “disproportionately high impact on citizens who need information.”40 She points 
out many sites are removed as a result of “web scrubbing” (i.e., documents being 
removed without reason). The subject matter of documents that have disappeared 
ranged from workplace rights and women’s health to environmental contamination 
and civil rights issues. Mart recommends the use of “watcher” organizations to 
monitor the status of information. In late 2008, the Cline Center for Democracy 
released the report “Airbrushing History, American Style,” which reports on key 
documents either being replaced or altered on the White House Web site.41 The report 
asserts that “back-dating later documents and using them to replace the originals goes 
beyond irresponsible stewardship of the public record. It is rewriting history.”42 
Brian Rossman argued that the future of government information is an e-only 
environment.43 Librarians will need to adapt to a new system of bibliographic control 
to deal with “complex electronic collections.”44 Ensuring permanent access and the 
problem of fugitive information will be an ongoing issue for future government 
documents librarians. Jacobs summarized the current states of issues in a presentation 
entitled “Citizens in the dark?”45 He argues that there were fundamental changes in 
the way government interacted with citizens. Rather than these changes being 
technology driven, Jacobs contends they are “economic, political, and social[ly]” 
driven.46 He believes that we need to define the contents of the historical government 
record, establish who is responsible for the maintenance and preservation of this 
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record, and determine how information will be preserved and accessed. He calls for a 
“multifaceted approach to preserving the historical record”47 through influencing the 
creation and identification of partners in the preservation process. 
The literature shows a mounting concern in the last 20 years by librarians and other 
interested individuals that an electronic environment impedes permanent, unaltered 
access to electronic information. Is this concern realistic for the average government 
document? Are state and local documents disappearing at the same rate? This paper 
will examine the permanency of federal, state, and local information and draw some 
conclusions about electronic access. 
Methodology 
In order to test the permanency of government information, the authors conducted a 
twelve-month study of selected electronic government documents at the federal, state, 
and local level. The goal was to determine the amount and types of information that 
had remained permanent or ‘disappeared’ at the end of a twelve-month period. A 
sample of electronic government documents was selected and checked regularly for 
availability. Data about each document was loaded into a spreadsheet and maintained 
individually by each author. 
For federal documents, the authors used the List of Classes48 to select federal agencies 
and their related Superintendent of Documents (SUDOC) stem. Within each federal 
department, a mixture of large and small agencies where chosen. The number of 
agencies chosen within each department was determined by the size of the department 
(i.e., more agencies were chosen to represent larger departments; smaller departments 
had fewer agencies in the study). All 15 Executive Branch departments along with the 
Executive Office of the President were included in the study as well as 22 independent 
federal agencies. Within these 37 larger categories, 100 sub-agencies were selected 
for study (Appendix 1). 
The authors divided the 100 agencies equally, with each author assigned 50 agencies. 
It was left to the discretion of each author to decide which electronic government 
documents representing each agency were studied. It was agreed, however, that there 
should be a mix of formats which included pdf files, text files, and html documents. 
Data collected about each document included the corresponding agency name, the 
sudoc stem, the title of the publication, its publication date, the URL, the PURL, 
whether the URL or the PURL changed and what it changed to, and whether or not it 
was available when checked (Appendix 2). 
To select state documents, the authors listed the fifty states and divided the list 
equally. Again, it was the responsibility of each author to choose an electronic 
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government document to represent each state. Data collected about each document 
included the state name, title of the publication, its publication date, the URL, whether 
the URL changed and what it changed to, and whether or not it was available when 
checked (Appendix 3). 
The process of selecting local government documents was similar to that for the state 
documents. However, only 25 of the states were selected then divided between the 
authors. One city from each of the states was chosen and a document from that local 
government’s website was selected to represent it. The authors focused on selecting a 
mixture of small, medium, and large cities. Data collected about each document 
included the city and state name, title of the publication, its publication date, the URL, 
whether the URL changed and what it changed to, and whether or not it was available 
when checked. 
All documents were selected and data input into a spreadsheet by mid-January 2008 
(figure 1). Each author began checking their assigned documents on the last day of 
January and continued on the last day of each month until December 2008. The 
process of checking each document consisted of copying and pasting the URL into a 
browser and checking to see if the website and/or document loaded. For federal 
documents, both the URL and PURL were checked separately. If the website or 
document loaded properly, a “yes” was put into the spreadsheet. If the URL did not 
work or the document was no longer present at that site, the authors searched the 
parent site for the document to see if the URL had changed. If so, that information 
was input into the spreadsheet as a URL change. If the document could not be found 
either on the parent website or through an internet search, a “no” was entered into the 
spreadsheet for that particular month. The document was still checked in succeeding 
months even if it was unavailable the preceding month(s). If the publication on the 
document changed, it was considered a different document and therefore not 
available. For those federal documents with PURLs, the PURL was also checked each 
month. Each month, the authors also used the Government Printing Office’s (GPO) 
PURL search form49 to check for newly assigned PURLS for the federal documents in 
the study. 
 
While the authors attempted to include a mix of pdf, text, and html documents, 
analysis of the documents selected reveals that for the federal publications, 85% 
selected were pdf files. For the state publications, 92% selected were pdf files, and for 
local publications, 84% were pdf files. 
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Discussion and Findings 
Out of the 100 federal electronic documents sampled, at the end of 2008 the study 
found three documents had completely disappeared, or 3% of the sample. Of the three 
that were removed, two were Department of Defense documents, and the third was 
from the Farm Credit Administration. Of the 13 Defense Documents surveyed, 15% 
were gone by the end of the year. The Farm Credit Administration document was 
replaced with a newer edition. Five changed the URL, one of which disappeared for a 
time before reappearing under the new URL. 
Of the 100 documents surveyed, 22 contained a PURL. At the end of the year 20 
PURLs were still active. One PURL from National Center for Education Statistics and 
another from the Federal Trade Commission did not link. Interestingly, the original 
documents were still available on the agency web sites. The GPO has made great 
strides in improving the stability of online information; none of the items with a 
PURL disappeared. However, the magnitude of electronic government information 
makes the task of archiving an electronic copy of each title virtually impossible. 
The 50 state documents that were tracked showed a high rate of removal. Six states’ 
publications—Arizona, Kansas, Massachusetts, Montana, Vermont and Wyoming—
were completely removed, or 12% of the total sample. Of these, the documents from 
Arizona and Vermont were replaced by a newer edition. A link to a federal document 
concerning the same subject replaced the Kansas document. The documents from 
California, New York, and Texas changed the URLs and the Hawaii and Colorado 
documents disappeared for a month. 
Of the 25 local documents surveyed, only one, from Troy, Alabama disappeared, or 
4%. Three, from Billings, Montana, Brigham City, Utah, and Altus, Oklahoma 
changed the URL. Even though only one of the local documents was removed, 12% 
underwent a URL change. However, the sample size is probably too small to make 
accurate assessments, although it does indicate there are problems with access also. 
More in-depth examination is needed for particular federal agencies, to determine the 
types of information most at risk. This study found that state and local documents 
displayed serious preservation issues, though more assessment is needed to determine 
the magnitude of the problem. Longitudinal studies are needed to determine if the 
problem is improving or worsening over time and what effect watchdog groups are 
having. 
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Conclusion 
There has been much attention paid to disappearance of electronic government 
information. This study indicates that, despite efforts to preserve access, it still is 
disappearing at an alarming rate. Our study found that 3% of our random sample was 
completely gone in a years’ time. The study also shows that disappearance of 
information can be an agency problem. Alarmingly, of the three federal documents 
that disappeared, two were Department of Defense items. State and local documents 
have the least amount of control and stability. Little attention has been paid in the 
literature to these topics. Since such a large portion of state documents were removed, 
more attention needs to be focused on preserving these items. 
Overall trends seem to indicate that older editions often are not being preserved. In 
addition, frequent URL changes make information harder for users to locate and 
reference. Reasons for URL changes seem to be web site restructuring or platform 
migration, but users will still have trouble locating the original material. Often, when 
newer editions of documents appear, the older edition is removed, prohibiting access 
to the older data. Subject of material did not appear to be a major issue with removal. 
Documents from all levels of government lack stability in an electronic environment. 
This study shows that there needs to be more focus and research on the preservation 
of state and local information, as well as federal agency assessments of their 
electronically produced information. Interested parties, including the library 
community, watchdog groups, and frequent users could better coordinate their efforts 
to make both the government and citizens aware of this continued problem. Questions 
that need to be addressed for the future include is there an acceptable level of loss of 
electronic information? Loss of electronic government information may never 
completely stop, but more needs to be done to lessen the rate of disappearance. 
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Appendix 1 
Appendix 1.  Federal documents: title and URL. 
Title URL 
Irradiation and Food Safety: Answers to Frequently Asked 
Questions 
http://www.fsis.usda.gov/PDF/Irradiation_and_Food_Safety.pd
f 
A Student Guide To Tropical Forest Conservation* http://www.fs.fed.us/global/lzone/student/tropical.htm 
Executive Summary User Needs Assessment Report USDA 
National Agricultural Library  http://www.nal.usda.gov/about/reports/OESummary.shtml 
Dead Bird Composting 
http://www.wsi.nrcs.usda.gov/products/W2Q/AWM/docs/dbr
eprt.pdf 
Sticky Cotton: Causes, Effects, and Prevention 
http://www.ars.usda.gov/is/np/StickyCotton/Sticky%20Cotton.
pdf 
How to Buy Eggs* http://www.ams.usda.gov/howtobuy/eggs.htm 
Turkeys, Final Estimates 1988-93* http://usda.mannlib.cornell.edu/usda/nass/95911/sb911.txt 
Farm and Commodity Policy: Basics of U.S. Agricultural Policy 
http://www.ers.usda.gov/Briefing/FarmPolicy/BasicsOfPolicy.h
tm 
Poultry Label Says Fresh http://www.fsis.usda.gov/PDF/Poultry_Label_Says_Fresh.pdf 
Final report to the United States Congress, April 2007 Nazi 
War Crimes and Japanese Imperial Government Records 
Interagency Working Group http://www.archives.gov/iwg/reports/final-report-2007.pdf 
Remarks to the National Ocean Industries Association-
Colorado Springs [by Deputy Secretary of Commerce David A. 
Sampson] 
http://www.commerce.gov/NewsRoom/DeputySecretarySpeec
hes/DEV01_005210 
The Telecommunication Industry - Growth Opportunities for 
Minority Business  
http://www.mbda.gov/?section_id=6&bucket_id=16&content_
id=13&well=entire_page 
Demographic Aspects of Surnames from Census 2000 http://www.census.gov/genealogy/www/surnames.pdf 
NIST Handbook 150 Checklist 
http://ts.nist.gov/Standards/Accreditation/upload/hb150-
checklist-hardcopy.pdf 
Flowcharts for 35 U.S.C. § 102(e) date 
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/dcom/olia/aipa/102eflowc
hart.pdf 
Measuring Regional Innovation - A Guidebook for Conducting 
Regional Innovation Assessments  http://www.compete.org/pdf/126956_12-15.pdf 
The Deadliest, Costliest, and Most Intense United States 
Tropical Cyclones From 1851 to 2006 http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/pdf/NWS-TPC-5.pdf 
Tsunami Warning System in the Pacific, 
http://www.weather.gov/os/brochures/twsp_brochure_jan05.
pdf 
USCRN temperature aspirated shield modifications 
ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/uscrn/documentation/progr
am/technotes/TN04006AspiratedShieldMods.pdf 
Proceedings of the ECOHAB/GLOBEC Gulf of Maine Modeling 
Workshop 
http://www.cop.noaa.gov/ecoforecasting/workshops/GulfofM
aine_wksp_report.pdf 
Iraq Quick Start Contracting Guide http://www.export.gov/iraq/pdf/contracting_guide.pdf 
2005 International Communications Data 
http://www.fcc.gov/ib/sand/mniab/traffic/files05/CREPOR05.p
df 
Civil Rights Issues in West Virginia* http://www.usccr.gov/pubs/sac/wv0503/wvreport.pdf 
Report on Allied Contributions to the Common Defense 
http://www.defenselink.mil/pubs/allied_contrib2002/allied200
2.pdf
At the Creation: 1961-1965 * http://www.dia.mil/history/chronologies/atthecreation.pdf 
Prototype Global Shoreline Data 
http://www.nga.mil/NGASiteContent/StaticFiles/P/shoreline_d
ata.doc 
DLA at a Glance http://www.dla.mil/library/trifold.pdf 
Estimating Supplies Program: Evaluation Report 
http://stinet.dtic.mil/cgi-
bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ADA429914&Location=U2&doc=GetTRDoc.
pdf 
White Paper- Future Combat Systems (Brigade Combat 
Team) http://www.army.mil/fcs/whitepaper/FCSwhitepaper07.pdf 
Decision-making chronology for the Lake Pontchartrain & 
vicinity hurricane protection project  
http://www.iwr.usace.army.mil/inside/products/pub/hpdc/Dra
ftFinalHPDC3.pdf 
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Study Guide for Battle Analysis 
http://www.usd.edu/msc/msiv/Reading/Study%20Guide%20fo
r%20Battle%20Analysis.doc 
A cooperative strategy for 21
st
 century seapower
http://www.navy.mil/navco/maritime-
strategy/Maritime%20Strategy.pdf 
International Astronomical Union Commission 26 (Double 
stars) Information Circular No. 160 (OCTOBER 2006) http://ad.usno.navy.mil/wds/dsl/Comm26/circular160.pdf 
Analysis of Camp Lejeune Water Supply 
http://192.156.19.102/atsdrlibrary.nsf/a1ad4e4da66acdec8525
69f900513648/77d8c8b461ca35f885256ea90053496a/$FILE/CL
W+1237.pdf 
Tops in Blue* 
http://www.af.mil/factsheets/factsheet_print.asp?fsID=178&p
age=1 
United States Air Force Academy Band 
http://www.usafacademyband.af.mil/shared/media/document
/AFD-070501-083.pdf 
National Strategic Unconventional Resource Model A 
Decision Support System 
http://www.fossil.energy.gov/programs/reserves/publications/
Pubs-NPR/NSURM_Documentation%5B1%5D.pdf 
A guide to LNG- What all citizens should know 
http://www.ferc.gov/for-citizens/citizen-guides/citz-guide-
lng.pdf 
Household Vehicles Energy Use: Latest Data & Trends 
http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/rtecs/nhts_survey/2001/tablefil
es/0464(2005).pdf 
The U.S. Department of Education’s Report to Employees on 
Agency Results 
http://www.ed.gov/about/reports/annual/results2005/july05r
eport.pdf 
Course Credit Accrual and Dropping Out of High School* http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2007/2007018.pdf 
Early Childhood: Where Learning Begins Geography http://www.ed.gov/PDFDocs/geography.pdf 
Climate change and ecosystems of the Mid-Atlantic Region http://www.epa.gov/eims/global/crproofscor.pdf 
Farm Credit Administration Report On the Implementation of 
E-Government Initiatives http://www.fca.gov/Download/egov_report_2007.pdf 
Dam Safety and Security in the United States* http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=1740 
Credit-Based Insurance Scores: Impacts on Consumers of 
Automobile Insurance: A Report to Congress By the Federal 
Trade Commission* 
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2007/07/P044804FACTA_Report_Credit
-Based_Insurance_Scores.pdf
Influenza Pandemic: Federal Executive Boards' Ability to 
Contribute to Pandemic Preparedness* http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d071259t.pdf 
Alfred A. Arraj United States Courthouse 
http://www.gsa.gov/gsa/cm_attachments/GSA_DOCUMENT/D
enverCourthouseMonograph_R2-y-yD_0Z5RDZ-i34K-pR.pdf 
Federal Human Capital Survey 2006 http://www.hhs.gov/ohr/fhcs/docs/hhsmanagementreport.pdf 
Division of Comparative Medicine Program Guidelines 
http://www.ncrr.nih.gov/comparative_medicine/program_guid
elines.pdf 
What You Need to Know About Skin Cancer http://www.cancer.gov/pdf/WYNTK/WYNTK_skin.pdf 
Your Guide to Healthy Sleep* 
http://www.nhlbi.nih.gov/health/public/sleep/healthy_sleep.p
df 
Making a Powerful Connection: The Health of the Public and 
the National Information Infrastructure http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/staffpubs/lo/makingpd.html 
Evaluation of Written Prescription Information Provided in 
Community Pharmacies, 2001 http://www.fda.gov/cder/reports/prescriptionInfo/default.htm 
Eliminating Health Disparities http://www.cdc.gov/NCHS/data/misc/EliHealthDisp.pdf 
Emergency Preparedness Atlas: U.S. Nursing Home and 
Hospital Facilities* http://www.ahrq.gov/prep/nursinghomes/atlas/index.html 
Management of Multidrug-Resistant Organisms in 
Healthcare Settings, 2006 
http://www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dhqp/pdf/ar/mdroGuideline2006.
pdf 
Preventing Lung Disease in Workers Who Use or Make 
Flavorings (NIOSH Alert) http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2004-110/pdfs/2004-110.pdf 
Drug Abuse Among Racial/Ethnic Minorities* http://www.drugabuse.gov/pdf/minorities03.pdf 
Quality Through Collaboration: The Future of Rural & 
Frontier Emergency Medical Services in the U.S. Health 
System ftp://ftp.hrsa.gov/ruralhealth/QualityThroughCollaboration.pdf 
Getting to Know the Future Customers of the Office of Child 
Support: Projections Report for 2004 and 2009 
http://www.acf.hhs.gov/programs/cse/pubs/reports/projectio
ns/index.html 
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Comparison of Housing Information from the American 
Housing Survey and the American Community Survey http://www.huduser.org/Publications/pdf/comparison_hsg.pdf 
One Team, One Mission, Securing Our Homeland: U.S. 
Department of Homeland Security Strategic Plan, Fiscal Years 
2008-2013* 
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/DHS_StratPlan_FINAL_spr
ead.pdf 
U.S. Department of the Interior Performance and 
Accountability Report, Fiscal Year 2006 http://www.doi.gov/pfm/par/par2006/par06_final.pdf 
An Approach to the Classification of Potential Reserve 
Additions of Giant Oil Fields of the World* http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2007/1438/pdf/OF07-1438_508.pdf 
Air Quality in the National Parks http://www2.nature.nps.gov/air/pubs/pdf/aqNps/aqnps.pdf 
2006 National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-
Associated Recreation http://library.fws.gov/nat_survey2006_final.pdf 
A Report on the Potential Use of USDA Forest Service Forest 
Inventory and Analysis Data by the Bureau of Land 
Management http://www.blm.gov/nstc/library/pdf/TN419.pdf 
Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Handbook http://www.usitc.gov/publications/documents/handbook.pdf 
National Drug Threat Assessment 2008 http://www.usdoj.gov/ndic/pubs25/25921/25921p.pdf 
The Terrorist Threat to the US Homeland* http://www.dni.gov/press_releases/20070717_release.pdf 
Library Services for Immigrants: A Report on Current 
Practices http://www.uscis.gov/files/nativedocuments/G-1112.pdf 
Guidelines for Law Enforcement for the Cleanup of 
Clandestine Drug Laboratories http://www.usdoj.gov/dea/resources/redbook.pdf 
Hate Crime in America: The Debate Continues http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/nij/journals/257/hate-crime.html 
Federal Judicial Pay Erosion: A Report on the Need for 
Reform http://www.uscourts.gov/judicialpay.pdf 
Report on the American Workforce http://www.bls.gov/opub/rtaw/pdf/rtaw2001.pdf 
Guidance on Preparing Workplaces for an Influenza 
Pandemic* http://www.osha.gov/Publications/OSHA3327pandemic.pdf 
Practical Ways to Reduce Exposure to Diesel Exhaust in 
Mining: A Toolbox http://www.msha.gov/S&HINFO/TOOLBOX/DTBFINAL.htm 
On the Record: Report of the Library of Congress Working 
Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control 
http://www.loc.gov/bibliographic-future/news/lcwg-
ontherecord-jan08-final.pdf 
Justification of Performance Budget for Committee on 
Appropriations, Fiscal Year 2008 
http://www.nlrb.gov/nlrb/shared_files/reports/NLRB_JUST_20
08/FY2008_NLRB_Congressional_Justification.pdf 
The Global Exploration Strategy: The Framework for 
Coordination http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/178109main_ges_framework.pdf 
To Read or Not to Read: A Question of National 
Consequence* http://www.nea.gov/research/ToRead.pdf 
Research and Development: Essential Foundation for U.S. 
Competitiveness in a Global Economy* http://www.nsf.gov/statistics/nsb0803/nsb0803.pdf 
The Employment of Veterans in the Federal Government, 
Fiscal Year 2006 
http://www.opm.gov/employ/veterans/dvaap/2006/DVAAP-
FY2006.pdf 
National Strategy for Victory in Iraq* 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/infocus/iraq/iraq_national_strate
gy_20051130.pdf 
Report of the Security Clearance Oversight Group Consistent 
With Title III of the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism 
Prevention Act of 2004* 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/pubpress/2007/sc_report_t
o_congress.pdf 
Trafficking in Persons Report http://www.state.gov/documents/organization/82902.pdf 
U.S. Small Business Strategic Plan, Fiscal Years 2008-2013 
http://www.sba.gov/idc/groups/public/documents/sba_homep
age/serv_strategic_plan_2006.pdf 
Joint Report on Efforts of the Private Sector to Implement 
the Interagency Paper on Sound Practices to Strengthen the 
Resilience of the U.S. Financial System 
http://www.sec.gov/news/press/studies/2006/soundpractices.
pdf 
Report of the Smithsonian Institution Science Commission http://www.si.edu/sciencecommission/report/report.pdf 
Identity Theft and Your Social Security Number http://www.ssa.gov/pubs/10064.pdf 
Social Security Reform: The Nature of the Problem (Issue http://www.ustreas.gov/press/releases/reports/post.pdf 
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Internal Revenue Service Data Book, 2006 http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/06databk.pdf 
Inside the New ATF (article reprint from The Police Chief) http://www.atf.gov/pub/gen_pub/inside_atf_for_web.pdf 
The Role of Hazardous Material Placards in Transportation 
Safety and Security 
http://www.phmsa.dot.gov/staticfiles/PHMSA/DownloadableFi
les/Files/0803RedactedPlacardingReportSSI.pdf 
Moving America Safely, 2005 Annual Performance Report http://www.faa.gov/library/reports/media/APR_year2.pdf 
Women Veterans: Past, Present, and Future 
http://www1.va.gov/vetdata/docs/Womenveterans_past_pres
ent_future_9-30-07a.pdf 
The Federal Election Commission Thirty Year Report http://www.fec.gov/info/publications/30year.pdf 
Protecting Our Nation Since 9-11-01: A Report of the U.S. 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission* 
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/nuregs/brochures/br0314/br0314.pdf 
Tennessee River Waterway Management Plan http://www.tva.com/river/navigation/pdf/waterway_plan.pdf 
*Indicates the presence of a PURL
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Appendix 2.  State documents: title and URL. 
State Title URL 
AL Plan for Reverse-Laning Interstate I-65 In Alabama 
For Hurricane Evacuation 
http://www.dot.state.al.us/Docs/Bureaus/Maintenance/Reverse-
Laning+Plan+Summary.htm 
AK 
University of Alaska College Savings Plan 
http://www.pfd.state.ak.us/forms/2008Forms/2008CollegeSavings
PlanBooklet.pdf 
AZ Arizona Reptile and Amphibian Regulations 2007 & 
2008 
http://www.azgfd.gov/pdfs/h_f/regulations/2007-
2008ReptileRegulations.pdf 
AR Selected Reportable Disease Cases in Arkansas, 10 
Year Summary 
http://www.healthyarkansas.com/data/pdf/reportable_disease.pd
f 
CA Disability Insurance- Employer's Guide to Voluntary 
Plan Procedures  
http://www.edd.ca.gov/pdf_pub_ctr/de2040.pdf 
CO 
Colorado Snowmobiling Facts 
http://parks.state.co.us/NR/rdonlyres/7F323191-B3B3-406D-94AE-
0F1D0F29C10C/0/SnowmobileBro03.pdf 
CT Connecticut Bar Examination Pass Rates, 2000- 
present http://www.jud.ct.gov/CBEC/Stats/PassRates.pdf 
DE Radon: The Health Risks and Solutions http://www.dhss.delaware.gov/dph/hsp/files/radonpres.pdf 
FL The Fact Book Report for the Florida Community 
College System 2001 
http://www.fldoe.org/arm/cctcmis/pubs/factbook/fb2001/factboo
k.pdf
GA 2007 Georgia Strategic Highway Safety Plan http://www.gahighwaysafety.org/shsp/shsp2007.pdf 
HI The Lingle-Aiona Administration 2007 Initiatives - The 
Future Begins Today  http://hawaii.gov/gov/leg/2007-session/2007_Initiatives.pdf 
ID Report on Post-Hurricane Katrina Gasoline Prices in 
Idaho  http://www2.state.id.us/ag/newsrel/2006/GasReport2006.pdf 
IL Power Mobility Devices & Custom Manual 
Wheelchairs  http://www.hfs.illinois.gov/assets/060806_3701.pdf 
IN Families and Individuals Prepared: Things to Consider http://www.doe.state.in.us/pandemicflu/pdf/pam_pontones.pdf 
IA Iowa 2007 Transportation Map http://www.iowadotmaps.com/msp/pdf/current/stmapmain.pdf 
KS 
What do I do about …formed stool in the pool? 
http://www.kdheks.gov/bch/download/CDC_What_Do_I_Do_Feca
l_Accident_Response.pdf 
KY 
Operational Lake Cumberland Boat Ramps 
http://fw.ky.gov/kfwis/temp/OperationalLakeCumberlandRampsC
olor.pdf 
LA Investment Impact for 35 Years http://leh.org/images/35yrReport.pdf 
ME 
Maine Oral health Improvement Plan 
http://www.maine.gov/dhhs/boh/files/odh/MEOralHealth_Plan07.
pdf 
MD 
Policies and Procedures for Drivers of State Vehicles  
http://dbm.maryland.gov/dbm_publishing/public_content/dbm_ta
xonomy/other_services/state_fleet_and_travel_mgmt_services/fle
et_management_services/drivers_manual.pdf 
MA Testimony of the Massachusetts Medical Society 
Before the Massachusetts Health Care Quality and 
Cost Council Regarding proposed regulations 129 
CMR 1.00 Uniform Reporting System for Health Care 
Claims Data Sets  
http://www.mass.gov/Ihqcc/docs/testimony_ma_medical_society.
pdf 
MI A Guide to Building and Maintaining Michigan 
Regional Skills Alliances (MiRSAsSM)  
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/rsa/MiRSA_Guide_3-
07_191119_7.pdf 
MN The Walker Hill Site (21CA668): Comments on the 
Possibility of a Late Glacial Human Presence in 
Minnesota 
http://www.osa.admin.state.mn.us/documents/The%20Walker%2
0Hill%20Site.pdf 
MS Annual Report of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses 
2004 http://www.mwcc.state.ms.us/info/ann2004.pdf 
MO 
Missouri Witness Protection Program 
http://www.mops.mo.gov/resourcepublications/witness_protectio
n_program.pdf 
MT Montana Gambling Statistics Prepared By the 
Montana Department of Justice as of June 30, 2007 
http://www.doj.mt.gov/gaming/statisticsreports/statistics/statistic
s.doc
NE Restraint Use of Pickup Truck Occupants in Nebraska 
(Nebraska Traffic Safety Facts 2007) http://www.dhhs.ne.gov/CODES/Pickups.pdf 
NV 
Nevada Organic Review, v.4:no.2 
http://agri.nv.gov/organic/Newsletters/2007-
06_Newsletter_NOR.pdf 
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NH 
Wild Times For Kids, v.8:no.1 
http://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/Kids/Wildtimes_issues/Wildtimes_
issue15.pdf 
NJ Hospital Performance Report, 2007  http://web.doh.state.nj.us/hpr/docs/2007/report.pdf 
NM New Mexico Big Game & Trapper Rules & 
Information, 2008-2009 License Year 
http://www.wildlife.state.nm.us/publications/documents/rib/2008
/BigGame.pdf 
NY Tobacco Independence: Freedom From a Deadly 
Addiction 
http://www.oasas.state.ny.us/tobacco/providers/documents/Broc
hure.pdf 
NC North Carolina Youth Risk Behavior Survey: High 
School 2005 Survey Results 
http://www.nchealthyschools.org/docs/data/yrbs/2005/highschoo
l/05hsreportf.pdf 
ND 
Dakota Gold, v.24:no.2 
http://www.ndwheat.com/uploads/resources/641/nov07dakgolds
mall.pdf 
OH A Guidebook for Ohio Legislators http://www.lsc.state.oh.us/guidebook/guidebook07.pdf 
OK Report of the Task Force on School District 
Administrative Efficiency 
http://www.oksenate.gov/publications/issue_papers/education/sc
hool_dist_admin_tf_report.pdf 
OR Portland EMA & State of Oregon Needs Assessment 
Report http://www.oregon.gov/DHS/ph/hiv/services/needs/needs.pdf 
PA Addressing Pennsylvania's Nursing Education System 
Capacity 
http://www.paworkforce.state.pa.us/about/lib/about/pdf/health_
careers/panursingeducationsystemcapacityrecommendations1.pdf 
RI Rhode Island State Council on the Arts FY2006 Report http://www.arts.ri.gov/pdf_files/fy06_report.pdf 
SC South Carolina Department of Consumer Affairs: 
Mortgage Fraud Report 
http://www.scconsumer.gov/licensing/mortgage_brokers/2007_m
ortgage_fraud_report.pdf 
SD Guidelines for Contamination Reduction: Proven 
Practices for the Cleanup of Clandestine 
Methamphetamine Laboratories 
http://www.state.sd.us/denr/des/WasteMgn/HWaste/MethLabCle
anup.pdf 
TN Tennessee Mental Health Planning Council Older 
Adult Committee Report On: Mental Health Issues 
and Needs of Older Adults http://tennessee.gov/mental/mhs/olderneeds.pdf 
TX 
Texas Biotechnology Industry Report 
http://governor.state.tx.us/files/ecodev/bidc/industryreports/200
7txbiorpt.pdf 
UT Utah Facts 2008 http://goed.utah.gov/documents/FACTSBOOK2008.pdf 
VT 
A Citizen's Guide to Vermont Town Meeting 
http://www.sec.state.vt.us/kids/Citizen%20Guide%20Text%20(2).p
df 
VA Virginia Department of Taxation Annual Report, 
Fiscal Year 2007 http://www.tax.virginia.gov/web_pdfs/AnnualReportFY2007.pdf 
WA Fact Sheet For NPDES Permit WA-002515-1, 
Columbia Generating Station http://efsec.wa.gov/enw/EFSEC%20FS%20PN_06.pdf 
WV West Virgina Abandoned Mine Lands Reclamation 
Plan 
http://www.wvdep.org/Docs/11106_WV_State_AM_Plan_8-23-
06BT.DOC 
WI Healthy Smiles for a Healthy Head Start: 2003 Oral 
Health Survey  
http://dhfs.wisconsin.gov/health/Oral_Health/pdf_files/headstartr
eportPPH0003.pdf 
WY 
Wyoming Climate Atlas 
http://www.wrds.uwyo.edu/wrds/wsc/climateatlas/title_page.htm
l
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Appendix 3.  Local documents: title and URL. 
City Title URL 
Troy, AL City of Troy Zoning Ordinances 
http://www.troyalabama.com/businessdev/Zoning%20Ordinance.p
df 
Tempe, AZ 1998 Consumer Confidence Report http://www.tempe.gov/waterquality/ccr/ccr_1998.htm 
Sacramento, 
CA Year-Four Water Conservation Report 
http://www.waterforum.org/WaterConservationRpts/Year4report.
pdf 
Cornwall, CT 
Keeping Housing In Rural Towns 
Affordable Through Targeted Property 
Tax Relief http://www.cornwallct.org/planning/Targeted%20Exemption.doc 
Ocala, FL 2002-2006 Annual Traffic Counts 
http://www.ocalafl.org/uploadedFiles/COO_Departments/TPO/TPO
_Files/2002-2006_Traffic_Count_Book.pdf 
Honolulu, HI 
Financial Audit of the City and County 
of Honolulu Sewer Fund http://www.honolulu.gov/budget/sewerfund2006.pdf 
Carbondale, IL State of the City Address 2007 
http://www.ci.carbondale.il.us/QuickInfo/stateofcity_address2007.
html 
Ames, IA Ames Neighborhood Associations Map 
http://www.cityofames.org/LivingInAmes/Documents/Neighborhoo
dAssociationsMapNew.pdf 
Louisville, KY Neighborhood Place 2005 Data Report 
http://www.louisvilleky.gov/NR/rdonlyres/7033473C-A997-4901-
9A1D-E101AB31DBD4/0/2005NPDataReport.pdf 
Augusta, ME 
Report to the City of Augusta Utilities 
Committee 
http://www.ci.augusta.me.us/docs/city/utilities_committee_report.
pdf 
Boston, MA 
City of Boston Climate Action Plan 
Summary 
http://www.cityofboston.gov/environmentalandenergy/pdfs/Bosto
n_Climate_Change_SummaryReport.pdf 
Billings, MT 
Analysis of Impediments to Fair 
Housing in Billings Montana http://ci.billings.mt.us/Online/PDF/Living/cdd/Billings_AI.pdf 
Elko, NV City of Elko Bicycle and Pathway Plan 
http://www.ci.elko.nv.us/commdev/BICYCLEANDPATHWAYPLAN.pd
f 
Atlantic City. NJ 
City of Atlantic City, New Jersey 
Executive Summary, FY2005 
http://www.cityofatlanticcity.org/documents/2005execsummary.p
df 
Batavia, NY 
2008 City of Batavia City Council 
Wards 
http://www.batavianewyork.com/new_forms/2008ColorCityWard
Map%20.pdf 
Bismarck, ND 
City of Bismarck Tentative 
Construction  http://www.bismarck.org/uploads/doc_2007_const.pdf 
Altus, OK 
City of Altus FY 06-07 Proposed 
Budget Overview 
http://www.cityofaltus.org/images/uploads/dept_0110/FY2008_Bu
dget.pdf 
Altoona, PA 
City of Altoona Neighborhood 
Revitalization Strategy Area Plan for 
Central Altoona 
http://www.altoonapa.gov/altoona/lib/altoona/Central_Altoona_N
RSA_Plan_Document.pdf 
Greenwood, SC Greenwood City Center Master Plan 
http://ci.greenwood.sc.us/client_resources/econdev/gwdcitycenter
masterplan.pdf 
Cleveland, OH 
Cleveland Residential Design Guideline 
Manual 
http://www.cityofclevelandtn.com/HPC/Final%20Cleveland%20Desi
gn%20Review%20Guidelines.pdf 
Brigham City, 
UT [Brigham City Street Map] 
http://www.brighamcity.utah.gov/downloads/community_develop
ment/street_map.pdf 
Bristol, TN 
City of Bristol, Virginia Financial 
Statements With Independent 
Auditors' Report, Year Ended June 30, 
2007 
http://www.bristolva.org/Bristol%20VA%20Audit%20Report%2007.
pdf 
Beckley, WV  
City of Beckley, West Virginia … 
Financial Statements for the Fiscal 
Year Ended June 30, 2006 
http://www.beckley.org/Documents/City%20of%20Beckley%20FS%
202006.pdf 
Casper, WY 
City of Casper Adopted Budget FY 
2007 
http://www.casperwy.gov/content/departments/financialservices/
documents/FY07AdoptedBudgetCompleteforviewingoncomputer.p
df 
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